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THE GUIDON
**It were better
Youth should strive through acts uncouth
Toward making, than repose upon aught found made."
—Broioning.
Vol. 2 MARCH, 1906. No. 6
iKawIy.
I wonder what spendthrift chose to spill
Such bright gold under my window-sill !
Is it fairy gold ? Does it glitter still ?
Bless me ! it is but a daffodil
!
And look at the crocuses, keeping tryst
With the daffodil by the sunshine kissed.
Like beautiful bubbles of amethyst
They seem, blown out of the earth's snow-mist.
O March that blusters and March that blows,
What color under your footsteps glows !
Beauty you summon from winter snows,
And you are the pathway that leads to the rose.
—CELIA THAXTER.
THE GUIDON.
JJotfb MIftt? f0U0^ Wthhm^B.
No SOCIAL EVENT of the season has equalled in universal
interest the magnificent marriage of Alice Eoosevelt to
Eepresentative Nicholas Longworth, of Cincinnati. In
nearly every periodical of any importance we find accounts of
the grace and beauty of the bride, her splendid trousseau, and
the magnificence of her wedding gifts.
Now, while the interest of the world is awakened by this
event, the minds of many people naturally revert to the preced-
ing marriage ceremonies that have taken place within the historic
walls of the White House. Miss Eoosevelt is the tenth bride
to pronounce her wedding vows beneath this roof.
Only one son of a president has been married here while
four daughters, counting the recent bride, claimed the distinction
of having been brides of the White House. In the choice of a
room for the ceremony, the majority of the brides have shown a
decided preference for the Blue Eoom, but, on account of its
greater size, the East Eoom has been the scene of the most
brilliant ceremonies. It is said that in the early days of the
White House this now famous room was used by Mrs. Adams,
the wife of the president, as a drying room during inclement
weather.
Historians tell us that only one woman can claim the honor
of being married in the original White House, which was burned
by the British during the war of 1812. It was during the
administration of President Madison that the first marriage
took place. Miss Anna Todd, a niece of the president, was
married to Eepresentative John A. Jackson, of Virginia, the
grand-nephew of our famous '^Stonewall.'' Miss Todd was a
beautiful and accomplished girl from Philadelphia, and the
acknowledged social belle of the season. It was, perhaps,
through the influence of Dolly Madison, the popular wife of the
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president, that the nuptial ceremony took place in the White
House. The wedding was a great social event, and the festivi-
bies a " nine days' wonder " to the people of Washington.
After the restoration of the White House in 1818, another
marriage took place. The bride was Maria Monroe, the young
-
Bst daughter of President Monroe, and the groom was Samuel L.
Grouveneur, a near relative of the president. He was a native
3f New York, and held, at the time, the position of acting secre-
bary to the President.
Historians have recorded little of the majority of these early
marriages, and only a few stand out prominent from the rest.
The next marriage to create any great national interest, was
bhat of Nellie Grant, the daughter of General Grant, to Algernon
Sartoris, a handsome young Englishman. The bride was a
beautiful girl of eighteen. She inherited her father's qualities
[)f stubborness and persistency, but, unlike him, she was fanci-
ful and imaginative. She met young Sartoris on a steamer
bound from England to New York. He was both handsome and
rich, and to the inexperienced girl he appeared the personifica-
bion of all that was pleasing and desirable in life. Her romantic
nature and her desire to be unlike others, overcame the dictates
of her better nature, and she consented to become the wife of the
man that she did not really love. The deep feeling of hatred
that prevailed among the American people towards all English-
men caused the marriage to be looked upon with great disfavor.
Grant himself was opposed to it, but the indomitable will of his
daughter overcame his opposition, and his consent was given for
the marriage to take place in the White House. Nellie Grant
married contrary to the wishes of her father and the nation, and
she has lived to rue the day in which she committed this folly.
She was, possibly, the most interesting and interested guest who
attended the marriage of Miss Eoosevelt. The attention that
3he attracted is not wholly due to the fact that thirty years ago
3he held the same position now occupied by Miss Eoosevelt. It
needed not a specially close observer to see that here was a
woman who had suffered for some past mistake. Perhaps as
she gazed on this brilliant scene, recollections, not wholly pleas-
ant, were stirred up in the heart of this unfortunate wife.
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Not; long after this marriage, there was another in the
White House. This was a charming little family wedding,
and no great national interest was aroused. The bride was
Miss Emily Piatt, the popular niece of President Hayes. The
groom was General Eussell Hastings, an old war comrade of the
President.
The marriage of Frances Folsom and Grover Cleveland is of
comparatively recent date, and very little effort is necessary to
recall to the minds of many the splendor of the ceremony and
the great excitement it produced. Mr. Cleveland was popular
both in politics and in social life. Miss Folsom possessed a
charming individuality and had gained for herself great popu-
larity. The union was sanctioned by all concerned, and the cer-
mony created a universal interest. The wedding took place in|
the Blue Boom. A noted chuonicler of news of that day describes
the bride thus: '' Beautiful in face and form, she was a visioi
of lorelincss as she stood blushing before the friends gatherec
about her. Her dress was of ivory satin, with trimmings of
India silk arranged in Grecian folds over the front of the cor-
sage and fastened in folds of satin at the side. She carried no
flowers and wore no jewels except her engagement ring. Gloves'
reaching to the elbow completed the perfect toilette of the White
House bride. " :
It is hardly necessary to say anything about the weddingjl
that took place in the White House a few weeks ago. There is
nothing that has so interested and excited the social world of
America.
" From Michigan to Mexico,
From Florida to Maine,
From far Alaska's frozen snow
To Dixie's sugar-cane.
Lo! every ear is strained to hear
Across the hills and dells,
The mellow music, sweet and clear,
Of merry marriage bells."
This same writer goes on to say of the bride:
" Oh! never yet a sweeter maid
Has worn a wedding gownj
J
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The nation's deepest love is hers,
A matchless bridal crown.
And ancient kingdoms far away
Beyond the rolling sea
Have honored with their costly gifts
The daughter of the free."
The newspapers have vied with each other in descriptions
of everything pertaining to the wedding. It is, therefore,
unnecess-ary to dwell upon these well-known facts, and I will
only say that, noted as were many of these White House brid^,
Miss Eoosevelt is perhaps the most noted one that has ever been
married beneath this famous roof.
Bessie H. Paulett.
Argus.
THE GUIDOK.
A Jfwultar Warmtig.
MAEYSTUAET, living in the suburbs of New York, one
night had a very strange dream. She saw a hearse
drive up to her door, and a man, dressed in black, jump
out; he beckoned to her, saying, ''Come on; are you ready?"
After standing a few seconds, as if waiting for her, he stepped
into the hearse, shut the door, and drove away.
Not long afterwards, Mary went to visit a friend in New
York. Among the many interesting things to attract her in this
beautiful, wonderful city, were the large department stores.
While in one, a few days after her arrival, her friend asked her
if she wished to go to an upper floor to see the stuffed animals.
Mary was much pleased at the proposition, so they went to the
landing to wait for an elevator. It was not long before one came
down. The man opened the door of the elevator, and seeing the
girls waiting, beckoned to them, saying at the same time , " Come
on; are you ready? " Mary recognized him at once as the man
she had seen in her troublous dream. Wild with fright, she
threw her hands over her face, and rushed from the store. Her
friend, puzzled and annoyed by her strange behavior, followed
her hurriedly.
The man in the elevator waited a moment, in wonder, then
shut the door, and the elevator started up. There was a terrible
crash—a piercing scream ! The elevator had broken—had
dashed to the bottom of the shaft—every passenger had been
killed!
Mary Stuart has always been supremely thankful for the
peculiar, mysterious warning that saved her own life and that
of her friend.
Chakley Jones, '10.
Cunningham.
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A iag*si HxmBUvB.
ON EETURNING to my room from dinner one day, I find to
my great astonishment and grief, that my door has been
adorned with a beautiful copy of the "State Female
Normal School Eules and Eegulations." What shall I do!
They were hard enough to keep before, but with them before
me where I can always see them, I know I shall be constantly
breaking them. I wonder if I am the only one who has had
given to her, such an awful reminder of her misdeeds, past,
present and, I fear,—future.
I goto another girl's room and find she has a copy also, and
then I don't feel so bad, for I guess they all have one. Well, I
must try all the harder to obey orders !
That night at supper we are requested to go to the auditor-
ium to have a little family talk with the President. He is very
fatherly and reads and explains the rules quite forcibly, and
makes a few additions to them such as, " Be sure to close your
blinds the minute the light comes on and keep them shut until
it goes off the next morning. " " All girls who will not study
any themselves, and won't let others study, are to be henceforth
allowed to keep study hour in Miss Coulling's class room, where
they will be afforded amusement. "
I come away deeply impressed, and feeling as if I shall
never break another rule, or find it hard to abide by the /cm;
regulations we have.
It is worthy of note that I am in bed on time for the first
night this week, and I fall asleep promising myself I will keep
all the rules to-morrow.
I am awakened by the seven o'clock gong and I jump out of
bed as if I had been shot, because, although I do not care for
any breakfast, I must be in the dining-room or get ''sat upon "
for breaking the rules. I hurry to the bath-room, and, as usual,
the H20 in the hot water faucet is a little nearer zero than that
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in the other one. It runs so slowly that the fifteen minute bell
rings before I have time to take my bath. I dress with the
greatest haste and start down stairs after the breakfast bell stops
ringing, putting on such small things as collar, belt, and pins.
I can't go very fast because I took "gym" yesterday, and I
feel as if it would be death to run.
Will I get there
—
1 Yes, she is just closing the door. I go
in—the very last girl. " Why don't you get down sooner and
not keep me waiting ? You came near being locked out."
After breakfast I come to my room, and am perusing my
*
' home letter. ' ' I am lost to everything going on around me and
am wholly unconscious of the flight of time. Presently one of
the girls reminds me of the fact that it is my day to clean up
the room. Oh, gracious ! I had forgotten it. How can I do it
before chapel. It is twenty-five minutes after eight this very
second, and the room must be ready by nine o'clock. I must
be at chapel at fifteen minutes to nine. Can I possibly do both ?
Which rule must I keep ? " Which shall it be, which shall it
be ? " I look at the broom, and the broom looks at me. I will
try to do both, although I know it is almost an impossibility.
I go to work. The room is swept but I fear more dust is left
under the beds than I take up in the pan. I look high and low
for a dust cloth, but none is to be found. I snatch up a dilapi-
dated handkerchief, and use that as a substitute. Books are
everywhere and the beds are not half made. I am just tucking
in the last cover when the chapel bell rings. There, I must
hurry, nearly everybody is gone. I start down the hall and I
remember I did not dust the shade over the electric light, or
wipe off the transom. I turn back to do this, and then proceed,
but as I reach the auditorium door I find to my horror that I
am late—they are just singing "Amen." Oh, dear ! here I am,
absent from chapel. What shall I tell the President next Monday!
The day goes on. I break a rule every time I turn around.
It is strange, but I seem to be "smashing the record " when I
am trying my hardest to be good.
Bear me, I wanted to go down town this afternoon, and here
it is four o'clock and I forgot to get permission, so I can't possi-
bly go unless I steal off. Shall I do it? I can't go any more this
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week as I have tests to study for. I am compelled to have those
things for drawing tomorrow, and I don't know a soul who is
going. I will run the risk.
I start in fear and trembling but I am not going to stay long.
" Good evening, young lady." Horrors ! It is the President,
and he is speaking to me. Am I going through the ground ?
Suddenly I remember he does not know that I haven't permis-
sion, and I hurry on, but I meet every member of the faculty,
'^ our nurse," '^ Aunt Pattie, " and last, but by no means least,
the matron. I have felt as if each of the others must know
that I am stealing off, but now I am sure my end has come. By
and by, she passes on leaving me feeling quite flat. I hurry
back but the thoughts of my misdemeanors weigh so heavily
on me, that I resolve to try to forget them a while and find
diversion in a trip to '^ Uncle Pat's." Of course, this is break-
ing a rule in a mild form, but I am used to that now.
At supper I get a lovely calendar in the mail. I want to
put it up and I look around for a hook, or a picture hanger,
but in vain. I try to borrow one but with no success. Well, I
will just drive in a pin or two, which will hold it nicely and
I can see how it looks. How much prettier the room is with it,
but lo! I have broken another rule. Surely there is not one
left that I have not disobeyed! Alas! I turn toward the window
and find I have forgotten to close the blinds. I devoutly hope
the watchman has been engaged all night on the other side of the
house.
By the way, I want to study my Latin and I lent my book to
Sally Green yesterday, and she hasn't brought it back. I must
go to her room and get it. On my way I am as quiet as a mouse,
and walk like a cat, but on turning a corner, I run into—well
one of the ladies of the house. Heavens! Another "sitting
on!" "Don't you know you have no business in the halls
during study hour?" " lam just going"—I try to explain,
but I am interrupted with, "Go straight back to your room. I
am tired of having girls running all over the building during
study hour, and I won't speak to you many more timesj I shall
report you. "
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I return disgusted with myself, with everybody else, and
the rules in particular. I won't study any more. I am going
to the infirmary to see Mary Black.
I can't find the nurse to get permission to go in, so I
just peep in at Mary. She talks a little,—my head goes in,
soon my body follows, and, before I know it, I am in the infir-
mary without leave. Another rule gone to smash ! Luckily, I
get out before the nurse returns, and so escape my punishment.
On my way back ''home," the ten o'clock bell rings. I
dash into my room for, oh goodness! what shall I do! I can't
undress before the matron comes around. I hurry and almost
tear my hair out in my anxiety to get it plaited, my face is
washed in desperate haste—I will do better next time. My poor
teeth will have to be content with a light brush and a promise,
Can't stop to read the Bible, or pray, except that I may be able
to turn out the light before ''she " comes. At last I am ready
—
BO, I have forgotten to take my three kinds of medicine, rub my
lungs, and put glycerine on my lips. Can't help it, here goes
the light.
A knock at the door! " All in ? " " Yessum " (but, oh, dear!
she has seen the light. All this hurry for nothing—might as
well get a "sitting on " in the light as in the dark). "Don't
you know the light ought to be out at ten minutes after ten f
Why don't you obey the rules ? Didn't you hear the president's
talk last night f You do not seem to have any idea of keeping
the Eules and Eegulations of the Normal School." " Yessum."
I say it very meekly this time, but she does not know I still have
on my shoes.
I cannot help wondering, as I am taking off my shoes a
little later, why it is that the rules, which seem so easy to keep
when they are read and explained, are so easy to break when
we come in contact with them.
M. L. W.
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MANY are deterred from the study of poems by the criticisms
they read, but '' poetry is like shot-silk with many
glancing colors, " every reader must find his own inter-
pretation, according to his ability and according to his
sympathy with the poet. The general drift of the Idyls of the
King is simple enough. Tennyson says, ''There is no simple
fact or incident in the Pdyls, however seemingly mystical, which
cannot be explained, as without any mystery, or allegory what-
ever." The poet said, ''I hate to be tied down to say this
means that, because the thought within the image is much more
than any one interpretation."
''The whole is the dream of a man coming into practical
life and ruined by one sin. Birth is a mystery, and death is a
mystery, and in the midst lies the tableland of life with its
struggles and performances. " It is not the history of one man
or one generation, but of a whole cycle of generations.
Tennyson pictures Arthur as an ideal man—" The old
world knows not his peer, nor will the future know his equal,
he alone towers over other kings, better than the mightiest of
the past and greater than those that are to be."
King Arthur seems "clothed in majesty." His kingly
qualities and noble character were manifested in his personal
appearance, as well as in his life.
" From spur to plume a star of tournament,
He rode resplendent through the lists."
His great beauty is spoken of again and again, in loving admir
ation. He was of the shining Saxon type,
" His hair was waved from off a brow
Like hill snow high in heaven, the steel-blue eyes.
The golden beard that clothed his lips with light
—
He seemed to me no man
But Michael trampling Satan."
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The poet gives him all the physical attributes belonging to the
early king, ''the man who can,'' who is able to hold his own
against all adversaries; he has comeliness, noble proportion and
just strength. Even in his last hours when his mortal strength
is ebbing, he is still so powerful that he threatens the disobedient
Sir Bedivere, *' I will arise and slay thee with my hands." And
the knight, fully armed, knows that it is no empty threat that
though Arthur is unarmed and dying,
" He never mocks,
For mockery is the fume of little hearts."
Anthur's character, though hard to understand, is one of
vital interest and appeals not alone to our ideals and aspirations,
but also to our human sympathies and affections.
King Arthur's ideals were high, he believed fully that
every human life should begin and end in God, divinity its
source, perfection its destiny. He was all this, as has been said,
''He wore the white flower of a blameless life," but he made
mistakes at times as every natural character must do.
None but a manly man could have so strongly impressed his
personality and ideals upon those about him and more than this,
there can be no greater power than to lead another into right-
eousness. None but a sincere man could have held in friendship
to the very last the man whose every natural impulse must have
been to break the bond between himself and the King. And
most surely, none but a man sincere and strong could have at
the last moment reclaimed the Queen.
When young we find him believing strongly in the good in
himself and in his fellowmen, and daring to bind his knights,
by vows high and holy, dedicating them with him to a work of
worth. Notwithstanding the knights' failures and dissensions
and his own troubles, never did he lose patience.
Arthur knew no personal regret. His was a nature that
having put his hand to the plow, looked not back, but pressed
ever forward toward the mark of his high calling. . His own
high thinking did not put him out of sympathy with the knights
and never did he say, "lam better than thou." He was as
modest about his moral worth as about his battles and never
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gave any credit to himself. He always spoke with tender
sympathy and encouragement to those who had made mistakes.
As to Balin he says
—
" Rise, my true knight, as children learn, be thou
Wiger for falling ! "
He tries to influence Vivien by a seeming unconsciousness
of her evil thought. He, being a man most chivalrous toward
women, can not bear to openly reprove her for her sin, but
would have her ''Grow pure by being purely shone upon."
Having judged Arthur by his relation to his fellowmen, it
is well to recall the nature of a man in whom is established the
perfect symmetry of self-control and who measures every act of
his life by God's secret word. He considers himself, as he does
the diamond crown, to be "the kingdom's, not the king's," and
gives full recognition of the debt of strength to weakness in his
estimate of the nature of his office. " We sit king, to help the
wronged." King Arthur's was a large nature incapable of
petty emotions. To him life was real and earnest, not a matter
of mere words and false courtesies.
Courtesy was with him no superficial gloss, it was ingrained
into his life. His love for others is of a wholly unselfish type.
He glories in their achievements and gifts. He delights in
Guinevere's beauty, in Lancelot's courtliness, and the purity of
Sir Galahad. For himself he asks no recognition, only the
privilege of living his own life, of fighting the battles of a just
cause, with truth and honor, for his companions.
Whether Arthur was an ideal man and knight is a question
hard to answer. Guinevere atone time derides him as ''that
passionate perfection ' ' and cries, ' ' He is all fault who hath no
fault at all." Judged by the standard of a young girl, who
longed for warmth and color, Arthur, heavy and gi ave with
cares of state, was at one time a disappointment and a reproof.
His high purity and devotion to duty unconsciously reproved
her lightness and her sin; his ignorance of the demands of her
woman's heart for the love that spoke by words and caresses,
angered and disappointed her. But later in life she cries,
" Now I see thee what thou art,
Thou art the highest, most human too."
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How dearly Arthur loved Guinevere we only learn, when
foreseeing the end he is absorbed in the question of her salvation.
In his last words to her we find a man tender and human but so
filled with pure love and holy faith, that even in his hour of
supreme pain he is strong, and inspires her with heavenly hope.
"Then," says Hillis, ^'sounds the note of final victory. Ad-
versity, war, ingratitude, the faithlessness of friends within, the
hatred of enemies without—all these had conspired to break the
King's spirit. But rising triumphant over every enemy, this
flower of kings, this knightliest of all brave men, snatches
faith from faithlessness, keeps love midst hate, meets dishonor
with forgiveness."
But the crowning moment is yet to come, when unconscious
of victory, the great King moves toward death. Sir Bedivere,
overwhelmed by all the losses and changes, cries out,
" Ah! my Lord Arthur, whither shall I go ?
For now I see the true old times are dead!"
But the soul of Arthur, stronger, clearer-eyed, is victorious in
this last conflict and he answers with heroic confidence that
death doth not change all
—
" The old order changeth, yielding place to new,
And God, fulfills Himself in many ways."
Beryl Morris, '07.
Argus.
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"Ntglft-aiatia;
DUEING the reign of Louis XIV., the fair country of France
was in a very terrible condition. The majority of the
people were Catholics. A few, however, had openly ac-
cepted the teachings of Protestantism, regardless of the
consequences. The members of the forsaken, outraged mother
church considered no punishment too severe for these bold, brave
deserters from the old tyrannical faith. Such long-continued
and horrible persecution caused those who had once loved the
very soil of France to despise her, and to long for a home in
some land where they would be free to worship God as they
pleased.
Among these was a very rich old lady, Madame Durand,
whose life had become almost unbearable because of the terrible
cruelty of her enemies, who, beneath the mask of loyalty and zeal
for the church, committed deeds of unspeakable horror. She
had made many attempts to escape to friends in America, but
each time she had been dragged back, and a stricter watch had
been placed upon her movements.
At last she seemed to her hated watchers to have given up
the struggle, but she had really decided upon a plan for flight
which promised a reasonable hope of success. Every day she
and her devoted servants stayed quietly in the house and were
very busily at work. At the end of a few days, a barrel, or
large cask, marked ''Hose" was carried out of the house by
several servants. The dragoons, who were stationed about the
house, examined it carefully, but, finding nothing important,
inside or out, they allowed it to be carried to the wharf. After
brief intervals, two more strangely marked barrels were taken
out. The soldiers laughed, and said, ' ' Why, the old heretic
must be furnishang supplies for some shop in America ! ' ' They
no longer took the trouble to examine the barrels.
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One day, as the soldiers were gathered about the door, the
servants brought out still another barrel, this time maked
" Night-Caps. " The dragoons gathered suspiciously around,
commenting jestingly upon the curious label, a few offering the
suggestion that the cask be opened. In the end, however, their
laziness overcame their suspicion and their duty, and they al-
lowed the anxious, excited attendants to pass on. They bore
their burden to the shore and placed it upon the ship that was
to sail for America early the next morning. The captain came
out to meet them, and, having received some whispered infor-
mation from one of them, he went over, with a chuckle of satis-
faction, to examine the cask. The faithful servants then returned
to the house, and went about their duties as usual.
At daybreak the ship sailed out of the harbor, and then a
strange thing happened. The captain ordered the cask to be
opened,—and out stepped the determined, brave, now smiling
Madame Durand, who had tried so often to escape her persecutors!
The angry dragoons, having discovered that the clever old
lady had at last outwitted them, tried their best to overtake her,
but she was beyond their reach, sailing away over the ocean to
friends, freedom, and peace in a new land.
Bessie Paulett, ' 10.
Argus.
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A 3F^m l^n^tB frnm a Srljonl Strra Star^.
FRIDAY, Jan, 26.—This morning the pale-faced and anxious-
hearted girls arose early, unable to sleep for thinking of
those tickets to be received to-day. Girls were seen crowd-
ing about in little excited groups, and some were parading
the halls with '' passed" tickets pinned conspicuously on the
fronts of their shirt-waists.
Dr. Messenger asked the girls in his class if they wanted
round trip tickets. As this was his first term here perhaps he
did not know that we, with our desire for knowledge of new
things, never care to retrace any journey, and especially if that
journey leads through the various fields of education.
Saturday, Jan. 27.—Tonight was class night. Some of the
graduates had on their prettiest dresses, and they certainly did
read their papers well. I know I would have been scared to
death, if I had been in their places.
Monday, Jan. 29.—Well, commencement is over. The
diplomas were delivered tonight. I never saw so many flowers
in my life. The ushers were kept as busy as they could be
carrying them.
Wednesday, Jan. 31.—This morning in chapel as the Presi-
dent began to give out notices, it was amusing to see the new
Senior B's look timidly, first at their clocks, and then at each
other, and finally rise and march out in a very business-like
manner. No doubt they felt important, exercising for the first
time this privilege which no other girl dares to use.
Tuesday, Feb. 6—We had a family talk from our President
tonight. Yesterday a new set of rules and regulations, printed
in black on delicately tinted pink card-board, was tacked on
each door, and tonight these had to be explained*and the most
important ones properly emphasized.
Wednesday, Feb. 7.—As there were no other announcements
in chapel this morning, the Senior B class and the two literary
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societies came to our rescue by having the notice of their re-
spective call-meetings read. Each was to meet promptly in
Miss Andrews' class room at the short recess ! This created a
little confusion, and several minutes of the first period were re-
quired to straighten it out.
Saturday, Feb. 10.—Poor Lou Semones broke her much
prized gold tooth today at dinner in her efforts to masticate the
beef. The consequences are that she was allowed to go down
town (to the dentist) without having her name recorded.
Sunday, Feb. 11.—When we came from church tonight we
entered the building without opposition, by means of the front
door. As this door is usually opened only to special couples,
we felt very much complimented. (The side door was locked.
Perhaps the key had been misplaced.
)
Thursday, Feb. 15.—The spirit of '' pranking" seems to
be pervading the school. It is not at all uncommon for a girl to
find her pictures with their faces all turned to the wall, her
bed made up "pie fashion," or quinine on her tooth brush.
Indeed, a lock is no bar to these jokers as long as a trunk, a
chair and a transom are available.
Friday, Feb. 16.—Oh, horrors ! We have all got to be
vaccinated. The President told us so this morning; at least he
said he would consider it a wise precaution for each one of us to
be vaccinated, and I guess that means the same thing. I wonder
if there is any way of getting out of it !
Saturday, Feb. 17.—I was vaccinated today. I was awfully
scared at first, but it really didn't hurt very much after all.
Monday, Feb. 19.—This morning in Chemistry class we
had a very scintific explanation of why we should see '' stars "
when we strike our heads. The explanation was this: " The
stars are sparks from the electricity produced by the friction of
the blow ! " j,^ How true we find that old saying, "Live to learn."
Tuesday, Feb. 20.—When we greet our friends now it is no
longer, " Good morning, how are you ? " but, " Good morning,
how is your arm ? " As a general thing, the arm is "just killing''
her.
Wednesday, Feb. 21.—We have begun to organize our
class. Most of the classes performed this impoyt^int duty today.
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Th« first B's rivaled, if not surpassed, the Senior B's in their
enthusiasm. They became so absorbed in their first meeting
that they all came into dinner late, trembling with excitement,
pride, and fear (for this was against the rules). Some girls have
not yet formed a class for they can not decide whether they belong
to the old third A, new third A, fourth A, old junior A, new
junior A, or professional junior A. No doubt they will organize
also, when their final decision is made.
Eleanor B. Wiatt, '07.
Argus.
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ONE bright June day, a merry picnic party went to the top
of a mountain near my home. "We spent the morning as
picnic parties usually do, but after dinner one of the boys
proposed to take us to a cliff near by, from which we could sec
the neighboring villages and the mountains of four states. "We
were eager to go, and started out in gay spirits. The trail to
the cliflf is narrow and rocky and leads through dangerous places.
It is covered with thick undergrowth ot huckleberry biKshes that
catch the clothes in a most provoking way. The boundary line
between Virginia and "West Virginia is a barbed wire, running
parallel with the trail; it gave us more trouble that day than it
has ever given the two states. In some places the way was so
steep that we had to crawl on our hands and knees, but we
toiled on, in spite of the difficulties.
It was a tiresome climb, and when we reached the cliff, all
of us, except the indefatigable small boy of the party, were too
exhausted to do anything but rest for a while. He climbed
over the rocks with the greatest pleasure. Once he almost
tumbled over the precipice, and frightened us so that we were
weaker and more tired than ever, so we scolded him well. He
wisely passed around lemonade, and we being refreshed, stopped
our scolding and began to look about us. The view from the
cliff was beautiful, and we forgot all weariness as we looked out
upon the white villages, the peaceful valley farms, and the great
stretches of mountains.
After Bpending two hours here, we began the long, down-
hill journey home. Going up a mountain trail is hard work,
but going down is harder. The rocks are always tripping one
up; empty lunch baskets seem to weigh tons; skirts increase in
length; and the knees have an uncomfortable trick of giving
way at the steepest, roughest place. Down we went, and down,
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also, "went the loose stones, striking our blistered feet without
mercy.
After a long time, we reached the foot of the mountain and
turned into the valley road leading to town. Presently we came
to a path, and my father said, ' ' This leads over the ridge to
the church."
One of the boys spoke up quickly, " Pardon me, but you
are mistaken."
They argued a while, and finally decided to go on to the next
path. When we had almost reached the top of the hill, two of
the girls rushed on ahead. They gave such cries of distress
that we hurried to their rescue. "We, too, cried out, when we
saw in front of us, not the town, but another ridge; we poured
out our wrath upon poor Charles's head, but it was to no pur-
pose. There was nothing to do but to take another climb.
This time there were wire fences to crawl under, and felled
trees to crawl over, and once or twice we thought we could go no
farther. As we neared the top, we began to brighten up. Alas,
for our fond hopes! When we stood on the crest of the hill, we
saw a third ridge. This was almost too much to stand. We
looked around in despair, for it seemed that we were lost. At
last, Charles discovered the top of the water tank, and we de-
cided that the town must be on the other side of this ridge.
It was a weary, silent company that toiled up the hillside.
Even when we saw the unmistakable spires of the churches, we
showed no sign of joy. Neither did the knowledge that this lon-
ger route had brought us into town a good half mile from homo
cause us any dismay. We had ceased to be interested in any-
thing.
Seven o'clock found me on our porch, resting in my favorite
hammock. As I lay there, feeling very comfortable, a tall,
stoop-shouldered man came around the house with a slow,
shambling gait, and went into the church. He was the sexton.
Presently, he opened the windows, and began, in an aimless
fashion, to dust the sills with a feather duster. I hate feather
dusters, and I have a special antipathy to this shiftless, unkempt
man, but neither disturbed me just then. I wondered for a mo-
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ment why he was cleaning the church, but dismissed my wonder
and soon fell asleep. A little later, he waked me by calling,
" Miss, will you kindly see if 'tis time to ring the bell for prayer-
meeting*''
'
^ Prayermeeting ! " I cried, starting up; ''do we have
prayermeeting tonight!"
" I reckon so; we gen' ally does Wednesdays," he answered.
Of course we do ! And there is never anybody to play the
organ but the minister's daughter, and I, being that important
young lady, must needs go. I told the man rather sharply to
ring the bell, and then walked away in a frame of mind most un-
becoming to " a daughter of the manse."
I pulled through it, somehow, but at nine o'clock I got into
bed more tired than I have ever been in my life. I could not
sleep. I tossed from one side of the bed to the other. I still
seemed to be going down the mountain, with the rocks hitting
me and the thorns catching my clothes. I heard the clock strike
ten, then eleven, and I was still wide awake. How long the
minutes were! The clock began to strike again: one—two —
three—four—five—six—sev— . Our clock is a reliable one, and
I think it must have finished that stroke and gone on to the
twelfth, but I do not know for I mercifully fell asleep before it
was done.
Flora Thompson, '07.
Argus.
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lE,hxtiirmiB,
"For, lo, the winter is past, the rain is over and gone;
The flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing of
birds is come,
And the voice of the turtle is heard in the land."
A SIt|iiugt;t fram
5r. MiUlftlVa AHiirMH.
We have heard all our lives that ''Cotton
is King in the South.'' We saw pictures
in our first geography of slaves picking
cotton. We heard how Eli Whitney invented the gin, and how
Madame Greene held the floor-brush against the clogged teeth of
the model when the inventor was about to despair. In the
fourth grade, we read aloud our compositions that told the story
of a cotton plant, from the seed dropped in the soil to the new
dress we were proudly wearing. We enumerated its uses in the
economics class, and wrote an article on child labor in the
cotton mills for the home missionary society. We have always
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known about cotton, rejoiced in its beautiful cool fabrics, and
taken it as a matter of course.
Dr. Mitchell, in bis address to the graduates in February,
gave us a new thought about cotton, one that sets us thinking.
His whole speech had the effect of making the hour, and place,
and opportunities in which we live, seem neither narrow nor
commonplace, but full of beautiful possibilities. His suggestion
about cotton is in this same line of thought. When the staple
crops of other sections are harvested and sold, that is the last of
them to the community that lives by them; the farmer, the
merchant, the exporter pocket the proceeds, and await another
season. When cotton is marketed its influence is just begun.
It influences almost every field of endeavor, it gives employment
to almost every special talent and offers countless opportunities
for eager ambition. There are great plants to be built—the
architect designs buildings spacious and beautiful, the engineer
and builder erect them; the inventor exercises all his power in
wonderful new machines; the chemist evolves delicate processes,
discovers new dyes, learns how to give lustre and beauty and
strength to the fabric; the artist puts his observations of Nature
and his delicate fancies into exquisite combinations of color and
form; the manufacturer devises new uses for waste products, and
a great industry grows up out of the seed alone. There is
scarcely a science or a craft that may not find employment for its
best energies in the production of cotton. The economist, the
social scientist, the law-giver, ponder its problems. The ships
of the nations carry it through the Seven Seas. In the world's
markets it demands every form of human activity from the
muscle of the longshoreman to the finesse of the captain of
industry.
It is a quickening thought. Yet cotton is but one of the
thousand resources of our beautiful South; when we think of
them, we recall Sir Walter Ealeigh's undaunted prophecy of
Virginia, '' Please God, it shall be a great nation yet."
The way some girls use slang, seems to imply that they are
" ashamed of their mother tongue, and do not find it sufficiently
varied to express the whims of their minds."
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_ _ In nothine; does a woman so soon make herself
known as in her manners. Not only her own
*"*"'
traits of character, but also the nature of her so-
cial surroundings are unmistakably shown by her manners.
Those of us who are away from our homes should realize
this more fully. The slightest thing we do or say, reflects either
credit or discredit upon those we love. Wherever we are, in
church or at school, on the street, or at a social gathering, our
manners speak most eloquently of the training we have received.
We cannot push our way around, rush against people, disturb
others by our loud laughing and talking, criticise and find fault,
and still be thought good-mannered. And if we are not good-
mannered, people do not stop to consider the natural thoughtless-
ness of girls, but blame our home training. How often you hear
it said of some rude, boisterous girl, '^ Why doesn't her mocher
teach her better manners V ' Surely, those who love us and whom
we love have the right to expect from us the best that is in us.
And in no other way does a girl so plainly show her culture or
lack of culture, her fineness or her pettiness as in the ordinary
courtesies of life.
We know that true politeness rests upon a foundation of
consideration for others. The well-bred girl is always the kind-
hearted girl : the one who has respect for the rights and feelings
of those about her. Would the girl who is considerate of other
people, whisper and giggle at a concert or lecture; or, if there is
a meeting going on, which she does not care to attend, would she
race up and down the hall overhead, completely drowning the
voices of the speakers ?
Some of us are so afraid of being insincere, that we go about
telling unwelcome facts and expressing our opinions, whether
they are asked for or not. In our efforts to be honest, we go to
the verge of positive rudeness. Even when two statements are
equally truthful, we think honesty compels us to use the harsher.
If a friend's hair is the color Cleopatra's is said to have been,
we must call it red, and not auburn, as insincere people might
do. So say our honest friends. If we are selfish and jealous,
we can never be well-mannered, though we call it honesty,
sincerity, truthfulness, or whatever we like.
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But most girls are not selfish; just a little thoughtless; just
a little too high-spirited; just a little too fond of saying '' I do7i't
care.'' Still, we must remember that manners count; because
they help to mould our characters; and establish for us, now,
reputations that will follow us all our lives.
"Great talents are above the generality of the world; who
neither possess them themselves, nor judge of them rightly in
others: but all men are judges of the lesser talents, such as agree-
able address and manners, because they feel the eftects of them,
as making society easy and pleasing. "
Then let us cultivate that kindly, courteous bearing which
will cause us, everywhere, to be recognized as well-bred young
women.
They are never alone that are accompanied with noble
thoughts.—Sir Philip Sidney.
-. « »,. We are familiar with the old saving that ''ten
^ina! Kins! All
yards of calico and a paper of pins make a woman. '
'
Kinds of fins. Hayg you ever stopped to think how near this
comes to being the truth ? Some time when you begin to dress,
just stop and count the pins you use. You will find that it takes
an unusual number of plain pins to keep your clothes together.
Perhaps a more exact estimate of the importance of pins
in your toilet is formed when you are dressing in a hurry. Your
paper of pins is lost and after a frantic turning over of all the
things in your orderly bureau drawer (finding many lost treas-
ures), you finally unearth the object of your search, all tangled
up with baby ribbon and those skeins of silk that you felt sure
were stolen; you desperately shake the paper open to find all
paper and no pins. You take a bird's eye view of the floor, but
in this bower of order none seems to have been dropped there.
You detach a " souvenir " from the curtain only to find that it
had been "pinned" up with a needle (what a boon that needle
would have been last week ! ). All this takes time. How quiet
the house is, everybody else has dressed and departed,
—
you
must find a pin ! You look in yesterday's shirt waist, but you
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are well brought up and have followed your mother's injunction
never to leave pins in clothes to lacerate the hands of the laun-
derer.
Your quest continues, the room begins to look cyclonic, your
best hat falls into the confusion. As you secure it, you remember
to have heard that the trimming of French hats is always pinned
on. Didn't that milliner—Vanity of vanities, all is vanity ! your
hat is sewed with stout American thread. You sit down in ab-
solute despair. You can't go without a collar and you can't pin
it with a hat pin. You give up, life is a long series of disap-
pointments. The door opens and your room-mate, who has been
dressed twenty minutes, comes calmly in. ''What's the matter?"
'' I can't find a simple, solitary pin ! You said you were going
to buy some; why didn't you do it ? " "I did. There is paper of
pins in that package on the bureau. '
'
Why whole tragedies can be wrapped up in one pin. Ask
some of the " spooners," ifyou are not one yourself, if they have
ever wished pins were less numerous. Just notice sometime,
when you have nothing else to do, how often a girl will start to
put her arm around a friend in the most confiding way; her
entire manner speaks of the very deepest confidence. Just by
watching her, you are sure that she has a most profound secret
to share with her companion. But why this sudden change
—
the arm is jerked away and all enthusiasm flees from the face ?
Did the other say anything wrong ? You did not see or hear
her say anything that would have caused such a complete
change. What is the trouble then ? Just watch a little longer
and you will see a horrid pin put into its right place. Just
think what untold pleasures have been forfeited, all because the
other girl was stuck,—with a pin.
This may all seem a joke, but do you know that pins are
really dangerous ? How many times have we been requested
not to wear plain pins in our gym clothes 1 And yet such pins
are often picked up from the floor, though we all know that if
any one should run them into her hands or feet while going
through the different " stunts," there would possibly be a very
serious injury. Don't you shudder at the thought of running a
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long brassy pin into your foot, or knee ? And yet somebody may
be hurt in that way by the pin you dropped.
We should certainly be more considerate of our teacher than
to have pins stuck around just everywhere in our clothes, be-
cause it is no little matter for her to have her hands torn every
time she touches us to show us how to get a new exercise or to
keep us from falling. It is a very peculiar way of expressing
thanks for such kindness. Are we too lazy to fix our clothes so
that they will not have to be pinned on every time !
If it is quite necessary for you to use pins, then why not
supply yourself with one of the school-pins, that are going to be
here soon. These pins will not ruin anyone's hands, nor make
your best friend feel that she is doing a dangerous thing if she
puts her arm around you. The pins are going to be very pretty
and neat, and every girl should have one. We are sure that
every Normal School girl will be proud to wear this pin, and let
us hope that the school will be proud because we have worn it.
Let each one of us see to it that our pin, known everywhere as
the pin of the State Normal School, shall stand everywhere for
scholarship, honor, and character.
" O wind, a blowing all day long,
O wind, that sings so loud a song."
We had no intention of denying Tennyson the authorship of
"The Snowdrop," when we failed to sign his name to the poem
in the February Guidon.
''Good-morning. How is your arm?" What
' is most frequently heard on the halls at night
cannot very well be represented on paper, but it sounds some-
thing like— * ' smack. '
'
" Oh, be jabbers ! here is another—."
''What did you get on your paper ! "
''Has the bell rung I"
"Good-night, dearie, sweet dreams."
" Oh, don't touch my arm !
"
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" Great jeminy, I just did skin through."
" I do wish we could have some hot water once in a while."
" Oh horrors ! oh misery ! oh despair ! oh disappointment
!
oh dire disaster ! She has refused to do it, we are turned down
again."
"Is today dessert day ! "
The artistic girl : "Oh, here ismy angel of a paint brush.
'
'
"Come in. I knew that was your divine knock."
*
' Has chapel begun ! '
'
" May I have the first dance after prayers tonight
! '
'
" Well, if I were you, Td go straight to Mr. Jarman."
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Jack London,
'^In the spring of 1897, three young men sat around a
Dawson campfire and talked about the prospect for gold in
Yukon. Two of these were brothers, the sons of a wealthy
banker. The third was a bronzed, deep-auburn-haired, muscu-
lar boy of twenty-three, one whose living had not been accustomed
to come to him, except in return for toil. This third, possessing
a wonderful power to adapt himself to any social environment,
had won the confidence and esteem of the rich, but genial,
brothers. All were on the same errand—to find illimitable
wealth in Yukon mines. '
'
This is the opening paragraph of an article on Jack London,
the traveler, the novelist, the social reformer, found in The
Craftsman, for February, 1906.
This was the beginning of London's experience which result-
ed in the inspiration to write the first of his great stories. He
was but twenty-four years old, yet this adventure was the fourth
of a series that had taken him more than half-way around the
world.
He began this career of adventure as a world-wanderer on
San Francisco Bay, eleven years previous. Launched in his
swift sail-boat, ^ ' Reindeer, ' ' which he regarded as robber and
pirate from the start, his work had the halo of romance for him.
He was employed to do patrol work on San Francisco Bay,
guarding the oyster beds from poachers. His pay for this exciting
employment was based on the percentage of fines of pirates ar-
rested, and he also shared in the rewards offered by private
parties.
London's Bay adventures were scarcely over when he went
to sea. He sailed to the ocean north of Japan. Three weeks
only were spent on land in the Orient, the ship having touched
at Yokohama.
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On his return to California he again became interested in
^'The Henry Clay," a debating society which added greatly to
his small education. The society had planned an open debate in
which London was to take a prominent part. However, when
the day before the debate arrived he was nowhere to be found.
His instinctive sympathy for humanity had been aroused by the
unemployed members of Coxey's army who had gone off to Wash-
ington. So, in response to his sympathetic and adventurous
nature, he had followed them.
London was not trained in the sense the ordinary college boy
is. He left the public schools of Oakland, California, when he
had barely finished the grades. But he was a Californian and
his mother state had given him of Nature's best, developing a
physique of twisted steel and accounting for the make-up of his
mentality.
When London returned from his tramp to the east, it was
with more fixed ideals of life. He now realized the deficiency of
his education to carry out his ambition, which was two -fold, lit-
erary and socialistic. Hence he took steps to improve it, and
entered the Oakland High School. Here he contributed to the
school magazine, '' The ^gis." He already had his dreams of
entering college and found the preliminary preparation of the
high school too slow. As a result, in order to gain time, he
entered a private academy where he studied for three months.
But expenses here were too heavy so he fitted himself by private
study for the University of California, where he completed his
formal education. The pursual of his education had meant hard
work at anything that brought a few dimes. ¥"et in the midst
of his overbearing efforts his literary instinct was not dormant.
Among the works which have been of special value to Lon-
don are Darwin's, Huxley's, Tyndall't?, and Spencer's. By por-
ing over these and similar treatises there came about a relation
between his social creed and his art. In fact, they formed a
background for his art. For without a knowledge of these.
Buck of the " Call of the Wild" would have been impossible,
and Humphrey Van Weyden of the ''Sea-Wolf" would have
been an unfortunate sailor-boy whose sea experiences signify
nothing but spectacular sorrow and suffering.
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His Klondike adventure contributed to his mental equipment
the consciousness of the profound tragedy of life. He saw life as
it was with the primitive tribes in their struggle for existence; he
saw what modern civilization means, and began to interpret its
meaning. The theory of evolution had made him more conscious
than ever of the profound tragedy of life. ' ' The relation ofman
to the past, his slow racial development thro' the ages, his sub-
conscious memories of the long forgotten experiences of far off
ancestors, his struggle to master his instincts, opened undreamed
of vistas of life, and furnished the young writer's richest materi-
als." Since civilization had made such rapid advances, and
existence in modern life was such an advance over the struggles
of the past, the question arose with him—what could be done
further to ameliorate the contest ? ' ' Socialism, a scheme of hu-
man evolution, was the remedy." So he plunged in to accom-
plish this reform.
The result of his study of the Northland was the '' Call of the
Wild, " which is his most popular work.
The latest phase in his life of adventure was his presence in
Japan as war correspondent.
Jack London is the ideal of strenuous Americanism. Two
books have been issued from his pen since last March. In the
meantime he has dramatized ^' The Scorn of Women " and ''The
Great Interrogation." He is now meeting on schedule time en-
gagements for a scries of lectures in the eastern states. Though
hard pressed with other work, he does not neglect his scientific
socialism. He is a living exponent of the proverb, ''Genius
consists chiefly of an enormous capacity for hard work. '
'
Frances S. Munden.
Two Authors with Dual Personalities.
While they were living, I doubt if we ever mentioned the
names of Henry Harland and William Sharp together. There
is nothing in their works that would cause them to be associated
and yet there is a peculiar characteristic of both that makes them
seem akin. Both are authors with " dual personalities. " 'Tis
thus that Current Literature for February speaks of them
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in a very interesting article entitled ''Two Authors with Dual
Personalities. ' ' The Bookman for February also has an article
on each.
Henry Harland began to write when he was twenty-three
years old. He made a special study of the well-to-do Jews of
New York. While engaged in this work he wrote under the
name of '^ Sidney Luska," and both on account of his theme and
because his cast of countenance was somewhat Jewish he was
thought to be a Jew himself. Even the Jews were mistaken.
Later Mr. Harland went to London where he began a new
career. He became connected with ''The Yellow Book," and
while writing in this vein was the center of a coterie that
included many well known writers.
Once more his style underwent a transformation. He
turned again to novel writing, but this time wrote under his
own name. Of these later works the one perhaps most deserving
ot mention is " The Cardinal's Snuff Box." In speaking of it
th% New York Outlook says: "It is to be compared only with
Mr. Tarkington's ' Monsieur Beaucaire.' " It is a romance of
the purest kind, told with great delicacy of feeling and refine-
ment of style, against a beguiling Italian background.
However, the identification of " Sidney Luska " was less of
a puzzle to the public than that of "Fiona Macleod." Says
Current Literature^ "Even the English ' Who's Who,' which is
strongly opposed to noms de plume, spoke of 'Miss Fiona
Macleod ' as a real person and gave a list of her books. It also
mentioned her favorite recreations, ' sailing, hill walks and listen-
ing.' One of her chief pleasures must have been listening to
guessers regarding her indentity.''
Mrs. William Sharp has lifted the veil of this " most inter-
esting literary mystery in the United Kingdom during the past
ten years," by announcing that her husband wrote all the works
in prose and verse credited to "Fiona Macleod."
"Indeed here is the mystery. Sharp was a well-known
man of letters, a most industrious author, clever and cultivated,
a friend of many famous people, editor of numerous volumes,
and a critic for various periodicals, but he never attained fame.
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In a moment he could have become famous instead of respected.
The word that would have given him renown he never spoke,
and it has been left to his widow to make him famous after his
death."
Mr. Eichard Whiting, an intimate friend of Sharp's, says:
" Fiona Macleod was the greatest of his own creations in fiction.
She had never any existence whatever, except in his brain, and
yet she was a most delicate and sympathetic womanhood. He
felt his Celtic poetry intensely; he took enormous pains about it.
He knew what it was to live in lonely fishermen's huts in the
remotest highlands, and to make his wonderful studies of cloud
and sea and storm under conditions that would have appalled
many an old salt. He had an idea
—
perhaps a fanciful one
—
that he had enemies in the press, and that to give his Celtic
muse the best chance she should be wholly dissociated from his
name. In this way ' Fiona ' came into the world."
'
' William Sharp was one of those few people who seem to
have inherited a dual personality, and he was able to keep its
parts entirely separate. It was as if a man and women were
joined together in one person.''
What English Poetry Owes to Young People.
In general, people are apt to think of poets, not as youDg
men, but as gray-bearded old men who have learned all that
Nature can teach of things sad and joyous, who have fought
the battles of life, and having come out victorious, have their
lives prolonged solely for the purpose of giving pleasure or sym-
pathy or consolation to people through their writings.
In the North American Review for February an article by
Francis E. Clark entitled, ''What English Poetry Owes to
Young People," shows that young men can write poetry, and
that what some of these have written in their teens will live for-
ever.
The author deals only with the poets who have died before
th« end of their twenty-fifth year. This, of course, excludes
Shelly and numerous other poets who have done excellent work
in their early youth. Some of the names mentioned are Chatter-
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ton, Henry K. White, Joseph Gregg, Keats, Richard Gall and
Robert Nicoll.
He places Chatterton among the most famous of these. Less
than eighteen when he died, yet he has written some exqusite
poetry, his hymns being especially beautiful. Other hymn-
writers are Henry K. White and Joseph Grigg, the latter being
only ten years old when he wrote the hymn beginning:
' ^ Jesus ! and shall it ever be
A mortal man ashamed of Thee ? "
Keats, one of our foremost English poets, was but twenty-
five when he died, and his first book of poems was published in
his twenty-second year.
Richard Gall and Robert NicoU, two Scotch poets, died
before they were twenty-five. The former wrote some very pleas-
ing Scotch songs; the latter was a political writer as well as poet,
and in his poetry we find the ' ' sturdy opinions of human equal-
ity and brotherhood" which he held to through life. His "We
are Brethren A' " reminds us of Burns ' "A Man's a Man for a'
That."
The author mentions all of these as illustrating two points:
the seriousness running through youth and the religious cast of
the youthful poet's mind. In their writings we find very little
that is humorous, heroic, or tragic, and also very few love songs.
Humor and wit do not belong to youth, but to fully developed
manhood. The youth " has not found out how necessary it is
in rounding off the sharp corners of life " and in him we find an
earnestness and seriousness that is very noticeable. The youth-
ful poet has not gone far enough away from his mother's knee to
forget her teachings. He still discerns the heaven that lies
around his infancy and has not learned the " raillery and cyni-
cism of his older comrade. '
'
Thus, " the annals of poetry, as well as of war and business
and scholarship and statesmanship, teach us that not in vain
will the world look to its youth for leadership in all things
strong and heroic."
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Is THE Open Column a Faece ?
This is rather a startling question, but it needs considera-
tion. Is this really an open column? The editors of The
Guidon must have intended it to be, for in the October number
there is an editorial which says that this column belongs to the
girls themselves. Here they may write, within certain limits,
of the things that please them, or that displease them. They
may make any suggestion that they wish about the diflterent
phases of school life. Of all the departments of the magazine
this seems most truly our own, and yet the editors have seen
little manifestation of our interest.
The very title shows that they expected the contributions to
be voluntary. But does the column deserve its name 1 Are the
contributions purely voluntary ? Some of us know the contrary.
The girls are asked to contribute, and their subjects are selected
for them ! What a state of affairs ! Is it the fault of the editors,
or of the girls I
The trouble lies with us. We have not thought about the
matter seriously, we have not given our magazine the proper
support. The editors are not to be blamed. They must, in some
way, keep up all the departments of The Guidon. If we send
them no contributions, how can they, except by asking girls to
help them ?
Each girl should feel that she is partly responsible for the
success of this column, and should, once in a while, write a short
paragraph for it. Surely we can find something to say. Are
we leading such monotonous lives that no one is pleased or dis-
pleased ? If we are, this very monotony would be an interest-
ing subject. We owe it to our sense of loyalty, and to the edi-
tors who have so kindly given us a place in the magazine, to
make this page bright and interesting, and really an open column.
If we set our brains to work, we shall find that we have no lack
of material.
Who will be the first to start the reform^ to make this farce
a reality! T. C.
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Heard in a Boakding School.
Just as two members of the faculty emerged from the Presi-
dent's office conversing in a very serious tone of voice, an excited
school-girl who overheard, or rather thought she overheard,
their conversation appeared around the corner and dashed up
the steps two at a time into her room.
'' Oh ! Mary," says she very much excited, ''they just had
a tearing down time in faculty meeting this afternoon. I know,
for as I was coming around the corner a few minutes ago I heard
Miss B say that they were going to * ship ' that new girl,
Eloise Eamsay. Isn't that dreadful?"
'
' Why, it surely is, " said her companion. ' ' What on earth
could she have done to have deserved such punishment ? I am
so sorry, for I have always liked her ever since that night she
invited us up to her grand box of chicken, oysters, cake, and, oh !
just a stack of good things to eat. She looks so timid no one
would have ever thought for once that she would do anything
wrong." /
"Yes, it does seem strange," said Nell Eoberts, the first girl.
"But you know some people claim that these quiet, timid girls are
the very ones you cannot trust. I just think some one ought to
tell her before she is called up. Suppose we go up and tell her
room-mate."
"All right," said Mary, and rushing out they soon reached
the room. A faint "Come" answered their knock. After pour-
ing their direful tale of woe into the ears of the culprit's room-
mate, they depart.
A few minutes later Eloise comes in with tears in her eyes
and a look of distress on her face. In some way she has heard
this preposterous tale.
"What have I done," says she, "that I should be sent
home ? I did say the other day that I would not be vaccinated.
Do you suppose that is why I am to be 'shipped,' as the girls
say?"
Her room-mate's soothing words were of no avail. She
refused to go down either to supper or breakfast.
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Next morning an abject picture of misery met the President's
eye as he entered his office. With sobbing breath she pours
out her tale. Mr. A hears her through with astonishment
and great surprise, assuring her of his ignorance concerning her
approaching departure as well as the whole ridiculous rumor.
The poor girl tries to explain. ''Why, I—er,—one of the
girls told me that Nell Eoberts heard Miss B say yesterday
afternoon as she was coming out of faculty meeting, that—that
I was to be ' shipped.' "
"Well, now," says Mr. A
,
"I think Miss Eoberts is
mistaken about that. I will look into the matter. So far as I
remember your name was not mentioned in faculty meeting.
Please tell Miss Eoberts to come to my of&ce at the short recess."
At 10:45 not only Miss Eoberts, but also Miss B
,
appears
on the scene of action.
After an explanation from Miss Eoberts, Mr. A asks,
''MissB
,
did you say anything to that effect yesterday after-
noon when you left faculty meeting?"
During the interview Miss B 's mirth has been almost
uncontrolable. Shaking with laughter she finally answers, ''No
not exactly that, but I do remember now, that I was telling Miss
H that I failed to get a box which had been shipped from
Eamsey, New York. I think that explains it all."
"Well, Miss Eoberts," says Mr. A laughing heartily,
"now you see your mistake. The word 'ship' may have two
meanings. Next time try not have such good (?) ears and such
a vivid imagination. See to it that the correct story spreads as
rapidly as did the false."
The SwEiiTEE in the Class Eoom.
Why are girls always and forever trying to imitate boys ?
Everyone admires the spirit of independence which is truly a
stamp of the American girl of today, provided she does not over-
step the bounds into the masculine realm. The chief idea and
aim of the "present day" girl, seemingly, is to look, act, talk
and dress like a boy. She cultivates a certain swaggering air,
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laughs boisterously, and seasons her conversation with as many
slang words and phrases as possible.
She is never happier than when a boy's cap is perched on
the back of her bonny brown head, unless, indeed, it is when
she dons a sweater.
Now a sweater, like everything else, is all right in its
place, but surely that place is not in the class-room. While it
hardly seems possible that this article of apparel could ever have
been intended for the gentle sex, it may be exceedingly comfort-
able and convenient in the game of basket-ball, but surely it
ought to be limited to that field and not be made a part of the
everyday costume.
The habit of using it as a makeshift is formed, and certainly
we should shun anything that inculcates untidiness. When a
girl enters a class room, no matter how attractive the style of
her hair nor how neat the rest of her apparel, the observer
involuntarily puts her down as one of shiftless habits and care-
less personal appearance when the untidy sweater is seen roll-
ing thickly up around her throat.
A proper respect for the teacher and for her classmates, if
she has none for herself, ought to prevent any girl from wearing
such an inappropriate article of dress as a sweater in the class
room.
Surely, if any class of girls ought to be as sweet and girlish
and dainty as possible, those girls are the ''Normalites."
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1. 01. A. N0tf«.
THE second Sunday in February is observed the world over
as a day of prayer for students. This year the day
seemed to our girls even a more blessed time than usual.
A special benediction seemed to rest upon it.
Henrietta Dunlap led the morning watch. A spirit of
earnestness pervaded this meeting, and those present gained
much strength and peace.
Eev. S. C. Hatcher, pastor of the Methodist church, preached
a sermon to students at his morning service. His theme was
'' Intercessory Prayer," and his text, ''Praying always with all
prayer and supplication," Eph. 6:18. He gave several reasons
why we should pray. He said that prayer places us in the very
best company; that we owe it to God as an appreciation of His
character and His love; that it ennobles our lives; and that we
derive manifold benefits therefrom. Mr. Hatcher then spoke
of the different kinds of prayer, explaining the need and result
of intercession for friends.
Students were remembered in the services of the other
churches, and earnest prayer was made that the way to colleges
and schools might be opened to young men and women who
have no educational and religious advantages.
A special meeting was held in the auditorium at five o'clock.
Miss CouUing was the leader. The meeting opened with a
prayer service, and God's blessing was asked upon all students
and upon all the influences for good that come into student-life.
In her talk. Miss Coulling spoke of the many prayers that were
going up to God. For twenty-four hours they never ceased.
As the day faded in one country the dawn broke in another,
and the prayers continued until the great chain belted the globe.
She said that perhaps there is no other day in all the year when
so many petitions are offered for individuals, when so many
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people pray to God calling their friends by name. At the close
of this talk, Frances Munden sang, in an impressive manner,
'< For you I am praying.''
It was a day of serious thought and heart-searching, and
yet it was full of joy. The prayers that had gone up to heaven
were as ''a sweet smelling savor," and God poured out his
richest blessing on the student world.
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Alumnae Nat^a.
Mary Ford, one of our January graduates, is acting as
substitute for a month in the public school, Axton, Virginia.
Bettie Price Starling, also a graduate of January, is teaching
near her home at Lone Oak, Va.
Alice Coleman is the supervisor of music in the public
schools of Norfolk; her sister Ethel is teaching in Stevenson, S. C.
Sue Muse has been very ill during the winter, but we are
delighted to learn that she is now well enough to resume her
duties in the Bristol graded school.
Claudine Kizer, Zou Hardy, and Margaret Featherstone are
teaching in Eoanoke. Fannie Berkley, Jeanette White, Nellie
Oakey, and Pauline Camper are teaching in Salem. All are
graduates of the Virginia Normal School, and we feel certain
from this fact that the schools of that section are fine ones.
Kate and Cora Spain are both teaching, Kate having a
school in Davidson, and Cora, in Chesterfield.
Lucy Chrisman aad Scotia Stark are both teaching near
Natural Bridge. Lucy is boarding at Scotia's home, and we feel
sure that these two friends are spending an enjoyable winter.
Mary Jeffries, a graduate of June '06, has a school at Inlet,
Oulpeper County.
Susie Chilton, graduate of June '05, Gertrude Griffin, and
Susie Warner are teaching in the graded school at Scottsville^
Virginia.
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Mr. J-rni-n: ''Miss L., at what time does your 11:30
arithmetic class come ?"
MissL-n-d-n: " At 11:30."
L-zz-e K-z-r at staff meeting: " My ! we are progressing!
"
L-l-a S-th-r-1-n : ' ' Arithmetically or gferithmetrically
« '
'
In Chemistry.
Miss W-nst-n: ' 'Miss Baker, of what use is yeast in breadf
'
J. Baker : "I don' t know. '
'
Miss W-n-st-u: " Then I am afraid you are a poor Baker."
Heard Among the Junior B's.
" Are you going to the Library?"
" Yes, in a minute."
" Well if you see Eobert Louis Stevenson there, tell him I
have called on him about twenty times today, but as he was
engaged I didn't disturb him."
The Latest Pun.
L zz-e K-z-r, taking notes for editorials: "G-r-c-, get all
your points on vaccination."
Gr-c- Th-rp: "Thank you, I shall; we need points for
vaccination."
Heard at the "First Class Meeting."
"Say, who are you going to denominate for president!
''
Discussing ''The Old Maid's Return."
L. H. " We had that at home, and it certainly did take.
Everybody thought it was fine. I was the Madonna and you
should have heard me sing!"
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Nflt^a nf SInral Sttto^jst.
The costume song recital given by Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Cheney, of New York, in the auditorium, Friday evening,
February 9, was one of the most delightful entertainments that
Farmville has enjoyed for a long while.
On Monday afternoon, February 12, the Senior B class
elected the staff of editors for the Annual of 1906. They are as
follows: Editor-in-chief, Miss Carrie Dungan; Assistant Editor-
in-chief, Miss Nellie Baker; Literary Editor, Miss Virgie McCue;
Assistant Literary Editor, Miss Sallie Jones; Business Manager,
Miss Elizabeth Verser; Assistant Business Manager, Miss Zoula
La Batteaux; Art Editor, Miss Steptoe Campbell; Club Editor,
Miss Grace Walton; Picture Editor, Miss Gertrude Burton;
Editor of Jokes and Grinds, Miss Vergie Nunn. The staff is
already hard at work, with the determination to issue the most
creditable Annual ever sent out from this school.
Mr. Archie Thraves, of V. M. L, stopped over for a few
hours on Feb. 15, on his way to the Y. M. C. A. convention at
Norfolk, to visit his sisters, Misses Annie and Mattie Thraves.
Miss Mattie Thomas, of Christiansburg, spent several days
with friends among the students.
Mrs. J. K. Cockran, head of the home, was the guest of Mr.
C. Kent in Petersburg on Feb. 15.
Dr. Preston Hundley, of Hampton, was a visitor at school
on Thursday, Feb. 22.
Mrs. Portia L. Morrison, for many years the beloved head
of the home in the Normal School, visited her friends here Tues-
day, February 19. She was accompanied by Miss Annie Morrison,
of Charlotte, N. C.
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Miss Hattie Wysor, of Pulaski, Va., visited friends here on
the twenty-second of February.
The following young ladies had the pleasure of attending
the intermediate celebration at Hampden-Sidney College, from
February 23-25: Miss Anne and Mildred Eichardson the guests
of Mrs. John Venable; Miss Hattie Bugg with Mrs. Edmunds;
Miss Lizzie Eichardson with Mrs. McAllister; Miss Hattie Cox
with Mrs. Portia L. Morrison; Misses Martha Edmunds and
Frankie McKinley, at Mrs. Major A. Venable's. Miss Carrie
Kyle,who was to have been the guest of Mrs. McAllister, was pre-
vented by illness from going.
Miss Minnie Eice, Miss Natalie Lancaster and Miss Mary
Schotield represented the Young Women's Christian Association
at the great Student Volunteer Convention, which held sessions
in Nashville, Tenn., February 28 to March 2.
Mr. JamesToms, of Mabelton, Ga.,spent Saturday, February
23, with his sister Miss Eline Toms.
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JFram ®tlf?r Mn^nzimB.
Last summer, when King Alfonso was visiting France, an
attempt was made to assassinate him.
" Whom are these people after? " asked the king of Presi-
dent Loubet.
"After you, my dear Alfonse," replied Loubet. —jB^x.
Prof. B. "What is space 1"
F. H. "I can't think just now, but I have it in my head."
—Ex.
When the donkey saw the zebra
He began to switch his tail;
"Well, I never," was his comment,
"Here's a mule that's been in jail."
—
JSx.
Professor (in grammar class).—Parse hug.
McCord. " It is an indeclinable conjunction, active and
personal, and both proper and common."
—
Ex.
He put his arms around her:
The color left her cheek
And stayed upon his coat sleeve
For just about a week.
—
Ex.
Teacher: "Take the sentence, 'The pupil loves his
teacher.' What is that? "
Pupil : ' ' Sarcasm. '
'
We would have bought your goods, friend.
Bought more and more, and more.
But you wouldn't give us your ad, friend,
So we pass right by your store.
—
Ex.
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lExrlyattgrfi.
"We are glad to note in the January and February issues of
the magazines, the almost total absence of the sentimental love
story and poem. The torrents of criticism that have lately been
poured upon this so-called literature are having, it seems, the
desired effect. Let it be remembered, however, that the real
love story or poem is not objectionable, but, on the contrary, is
desirable. Most of the love stories of today are mere sham,
—
the product of an age of materialism. In the absence of real
sentiment we find imitation. The best way, therefore, to oblite-
rate the latter is to encourage the former. Let the real appear,
and the unreal must disappear.
The Southern Collegian is, as usual, about the best magazine
on our exchange table. We think, however, that a little fiction
would add much to its general interest. " Should Immigration
Be Further Eestricted?" is a strong and well-grounded plea in
favor of the negative side of the question. A study of any of
Shakespeare's characters is sure to elicit interest; one of the best
of these studies comes to us in The Southern Collegian. ''lago
and Eichard III, A Character Study," shows real appreciation
of " the two greatest monsters of Shakespeare's wonderful con-
ception." The character of lago, the '^ human fiend," and of
Eichard, the ''barefaced villain," stand out in strong relief.
These two essays are the best in the magazine; the others, how-
ever, are highly creditable. "The Negro, a Beast," an answer
to an article appearing in The North American Revieio under that
title, shows, to say the least, the power of cutting sarcasm on
the part of the author. ''Before a Portrait of Luther" is a
bold character sketch through the medium of facial outline and
expression. "An Evening Sontana " shows real feeling, while
the smooth flowing meter of "Shenandoah" reveals the born
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rhymer. The exchange department is up to its usual standard
of excellence.
The literary department of The Palmetto lacks material.
" The Jew as Shown in Shylock '' is the best article. The author
seems to understand and to really appreciate the character of
Shylock. The story entitled '•'• The Necklace" is weak in plot
and lacks point.
'^Dackley's Mill"in llie Emoy^y and Henry Era arouses at first
our pathos and interest, but as we turn the page the grist mill,
which furnishes the most truly pathetic element of the story, is
gradually lost sight of. ' ' Sato " is a simple Japanese love story.
The hero, whose name the story bears as its title, loves a pretty
little maid of Japan, but at the call of the emperor he leaves
home and maid for the scene of the war. He is wounded and
is brought back to Japan but dies before his sweetheart can
reach him. The last we see of her she is weeping. Too many
of our modern love stories end like this, or even more tragically.
Young writers so often think that a story, in order to ' ^ take,
"
must have a sensational ending; the death ot a hero, therefore,
seems the only proper thing,—or rather the easiest thing to
bring about that will at the same time give the sensational effect.
If the public does demand only what is sensational, that is no
reason why the writer should cater to that taste; rather, it should
be his work, in part at least, to cultivate it to an appreciation
of what is good in literature.
A new exchange, The Chisel, comes to us this month. It is
a well-filled magazine. The article on ''Life," though very
brief, shows thought. The following statement especially
impressed us: " It is easy to see how one can afford to suffer a
wrong, but impossible to think that any man can afford to do
wrong." " My John" is the story of a man, almost revolting
in personal appearance, who, without real affection, pays court
to every marriageable young lady in the county. The picture
which it gives of " My John "—a suggestive pseudonym—in his
various courtships produces an effect little short of the ludicrous.
The departments, " Current Topics" and "Books of the Hour,"
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are highly commendable. '^Old Quiz," a story belonging to
the alumnae department, is most worthy of mention; it has an
element of real pathos which is sure to give interest to any story*
"We beg to acknowledge receipt of the following: The
Southern Collegian, The Chisel, The Wake Forest Student, The
War Whoop, The Virginian, The Tattler, The Messenger, The
Emory and Henry Era, The Palmetto.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
Pull Page, for Nine Months, - - - - - $20.00
One-half, ''•'<' 10.00
One-fourth," u i( 5.OO
The following are the firms that advertise with us:
W. T. Doyne.
E. C. Chappell.
Eipberger Brothers.
W. H. Burger.
H. C. Kayton.
Calumet Tea and Coflfee Co.
Mrs. L. L. Keister.
The Farmville Herald.
Geo. E. Cox.
Planters Bank of Farmville.
The Farmville Mills.
Geo. E. Eichardson & Co.
Salem Mattress, Bedding and
Excelsior Co.
George W. Anderson & Sons.
The Electric Construction Co.
of Virginia.
Drewry-Hughes Co.
Everett Waddy Co.
H. Kohnstamm & Co.
Morris & Eckels.
W. J. Hillsman.
C. C. Cowan.
Barrow Coal Co.
Troy Laundry Machinery Co.,
Ltd.
Wade & Cralle.
W. B. Agnew.
The Butcher Polish Co.
Chas. M. Stieff.
The Baker & Taylor Co.
Chas. Bugg & Son.
White & Co.
Payne & Friend.
Kingan & Co., Ltd.
Sydnor & Hundley.
State Female Normal School.
E. A. Cleland.
A. H. Petting.
W. T. Clark.
First National Bank.
Mrs. Hunt.
H. H. Hunt.
I
BUTCHER'S
Boston
Polish
=========== Is the best Finish made for====
Floors, Interior Woodwork and Furniture
Not brittle; will neither scratch nor deface, like
shellac or varnish. Is not soft and sticky, like
beeswax. Perfectly transparent, preserving the
natural color and beauty of the wood. Without
doubt the most economical and satisfactory
POLISH known for HAEDWOOD PLOOE8.
FOR SALE BY DEALERS IN PAINTS, HARDWARE AND
aOUSE-FURNISHINGS
Send for Free Booklet, telling of the many ad-
vantages of BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH
The Butcher Polish Co.
356 Atlantic Avenue, • • BOSTON, MASS.
01-.— TVT^ ^ r> ^^rC-rrz^v* ^^ a supcrlor finish forUriNO. ^ rveVlVer J^ltclien^ind piazza floors
Everett Waddey Co.
Steel and.Copper
Plate Engraving
Fine Stationery
Printing, Binding
•iiaiwiMiwiwiwiwiwiwiwtwiiviwiMiMiwiwiwiwiwiMiwiwiiiiwtwiwiwiwiwiwiiaiwtwtiaiwiwtaiwiMiiBtiaiaiddiMiMit
i
I We Make a Specialty of
College Work
I lyy^ Embossing j*
i Illuminating
I
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No. 1105 E. Main Street
Richmond, Virginia
State Female Normal
^School^
FARMVILLE - - - VIRGINIA
Founded by the Legislature to educate
teachers for the public schools. Free tu-
ition for two hundred young women.
Scholarships appointed among the counties
and cities.
Liberal courses in Language, Litera-
ture, History, Sciences and Manual Arts.
Two-year Professional course for teachers.
A graded Training School in which stu-
dents receive a year's training before
going out to teach.
A two-years' course for Kindergarten-
ers is also offered.
CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLICATION
Session ^egan September t4th, 1905
ESTABLISHED 1867
flattt^ra lank of S^arwuUU
Olaiittal. ^urpluB atiH ^rnfitB. (&vtv ^100.000
OFFICERS
H. A. STOKES, President
W. G. VENABLE, Cashier W. P. VEKABLE, Ass't
Cab'e
DIRECTORS
C. M. WALKER S. W. PAULETT
W. T. CLARK A. E. CRALLE
L. J. VERSER J. M. CRUTE
This old established Bank, with ample capital and a
strong
Board of Directors, conducts a General Banking Business,
and is prepared to offer every accommodation consistent
with
sound banking. We respectfully solicit your account, large or
small, which shall have our best and most careful
attention.
Correspondence invited.
Collections a Specialty.
Interest Allowed on Time Deposits.
iStmiml iHniining
TOOLS AND
BENCHES
If you are in the market, write to
HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & COMP'Y
Hardware. Tools and Supplies
NEW YORK. SINCE 1548
New Home, 4th Ave. and 18th St. Block Bouth of Union Square
ESTABLISHED 1873
H. C. KAYTON
SuccBBSOR TO H. E. BARROW
DEALER IN
FRESH MEATS and ICE
Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Pork and Sausage
FARMVILLE, VA.
1 842 '^CT
jpPP ^^ 1906
"THE PIANO WITH THE SWEET TONE "
Sold direct by the Manufacturer. We also own and manufacture
the matchless
"5mw'?i(\m
LOW PRICES
EASY TERMS
Parties wanting Pianos can save money by calling on or writing
us for prices before they buy
CHARLES M. STIEFF
Factory Branch Wareroom
C. W. Whitmore, Mgr. 1030 Main St., Lynchburg, Va.
QUEEN QUALITY SHOES
THE SIMPLE FACT 15 THIS :
No other shoe is so enduringly satisfactory. You can't do
better ! You may depend upon that ! Over a million women
in this country today will tell you that you can't do as well.
WHY NOT TRY A PAIR NEXT TIME! For sale only by
^W. J. HIl^LSMAN
Other Special Lines FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
The Latest and Best Selling Books
FOR SALE BY
THE BAKER & TAYLOR CO.
Publishers and Booksellers
33-37 East Seventeenth Street NEW YORK, N. Y.
The Carpet House ofRichmond
CARPETS3 RUGS
LACE CURTAINS
.... WRITE FOR 'PRICES c4ND SAMPLES....
George W. cAnderson & Sons
215 E* Broad St, Richmond, Va,
FOE
ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
TELEPHONE EXCHANGES
ELECTRIC ELEVATORS
RAILWAYS
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
MACHINERY
FIXTURES
NOVELTIES, Etc.
ADDRESS
Electrical Construction Company of Virginia
ANDREW F»I2^ZINI, Manager
RICHMOND, VA.
CLAY DREWRY, President " JOHN C. FREEMAN, Vice-Prest. & Treas.
DIRECTORS
Clay Drewry, S. B. Hughes, Jno. C. Freeman, Jos. D. Beasley,
Jos. H. Estes, S. W. Travers
DREWRY, HUGHES CO.
Established 1840 Incorporated 1897
Wholesale Dry Goods and Notions
1412-1418 E. Gary St.. Richmond. Va.
SYDNOR&HUNDLEY
709, 7n, 7t3 FURNITURE BfidalSuUs
East ==^======= a
Broad St. ^ M "^^' " Specialty
RICHMOND, - - VIRGINIA
KINQAN'S "RELIABLE" HAMS
I Always Give Satisfaction
|
Kingan & Company
LIMITED
Pork and Beef Flackers RICHMOND, VA.
PAYNE & FRIEND
DEALERS IN
China, Crockery, Glassware, Tinware, Stoves
Five and Ten Cent Goods a Specialty
FARMVILLE, VA.
WHITE ScCOMPANY
DRUGGISTS
FaRMVILLE, - - V^IRGINIA
STATIONERY, PERFUMERY. COMBS, BRUSHES
W. T. DOYNE
XHnbertal^er anb jpurniture Dealer
Furniture all styles and prices, Wall Paper,
Window Shades, Pictures, Frames, School
Furniture, Mattresses, Washing Machines.
Upholstering and Eepairing of all kinds.
Main Street (opposite Postoffice) FARMVILLE, VA.
Phones : Store 80, Residence 90 Try me before you buy
C. E. CHAPPELL
DEALER IN
Foreign and Domestic Fruits, Confectioneries
Stationery, Sporting and Athletic Goods Jk Jt jIt
TEXT BOOKS AND NORMAL SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Agent for Huyler's Bon-Bons and Chocolates
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
C. T. REPBERGER F. M. RIPBERGER
RIPBERGER BROS,
jfancig (Brocers anb Confectioners
JBaherSi » IRestaurant
an6 Stattonere Store
farmville, * » » » iDirainia
W. H. BURGER
DEALER IN
Jresb flfteats, JFisb, ©igsters ^ Ice
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
Where Shall I Get My New Hat ? Why, at
Mrs. HUNT'S
OF COURSE.
She carries the largest stock and the best assortment. Her
prices are right.
Farm^ille, Viroinia
Wade & Cralle
DEALERS IN
Confecflioneries, Fruits, Stationery, School Supplies
Pickles, Olives, Canned Meats
Try our Hot Drinks Will be pleased to have you call
WADE & CEALLE, FAEMVILLE, VA.
HUNT
And you will find him in the best-equipped Studio in the State
Where Perfection is Paramount
H. H. HUNT, Main Street, FARMVILLE, VA.
Heinz's Pickles, Canned Meats of All Kinds, Crackers,
Cakes and Candy
THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF
FANCY GROCERIES
IN THIS VICINITY
Chas. Bugg & Son, Farmville, Va.
Laundry Machinery and Supplies
Everything required for the
Institution, Hotel, Public or Family
LAUNDRY
Troy Laundry flachinery Co., Ltd.
NEW YORK CHICAGO TROY SAN FRANCISCO
H. KOHNSTflnn & CO.
MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE
LAUNDERERS' MATERIALS
112 and 114 Franklin St., CHICAGO 87 and 89 Park Place, NEW YORK
Starch and Soap Factories
PARVONIA AND FISH HOUSE. NEW JERSEY
MORRIS & ECKELS
WHOLESALE
Laundry Supplies
313-315 N. High St. BALTIMORE, ilD.
H. E. BARROW A. V. RU5SELL
BARROW COAL CO.
DEALERS IN
Splint, Pocahontas, and Virginia City Coal
Anthracite all Sizes
A\ao Blacksmith's Coal FARHVILLE, VA.
W. B. AONEW
DRUGGIST
CoBvaa 3bd ajto Maiw Stbbbts FARMVILLE, "VA.
HE dantiest and most complete line of Perfumes, Toilet Accessories
and fine Toilet Soaps in Farmville. The most popular Soda Fount-
ain in town. Everything belonging to a first-class drug store at
reasonable prices. Southern Express Money Order Office. Tabard
Inn Library Station. ^ jftjUjUjU^jfijU^^jIt
Young Ladies: When you go in your own homes, remember that
E. A. CLELAND
LYNCJaSURG, VA.
can do your ——
HEATING AND PLUMBING
for you.
A. H. FETTING
MANUFACTURER OF
Temporary Location, 213 North Liberty Street, BALTIMORE, MD.
Special Designs and Estimates Furnished on Class Pins, Medals, Rings, &c.
W. T. CLARK
EEPS the best line of Shoes for Ladies. Try
his Ziegler Brothers* Fine Shoes made spec-
ially for the Normal School trade.
Main Street, FARMVILLE, VA.
Calumet Tea and Coffee Company
51 and 53 Franklin Street
CHICAGO
nRS. L. L. KEISTER
DEALER IN
TANCY GOODS
WHITE GOODS AND NOTIONS W » 9 « •
^AiN STREET Phrmville, Virginis
Has what few of the small town newspapers have. The people
want it for its complate local news; the business public
for its excellence as an advertising medium.
The Best in Southsidb Virginia.
Subscription rates, $1 a year.
Address, THE FAEMVILLE HEEALD, Farmville, Virginia.
GEORGE K. COX
DEALER IN
Flooring, Ceiling, Shingles, Groceries, Confectioneries
Tobacco, Cigars and Fruits of All Kinds
FARMVILLE, VA.
ESTABLISHED 1838 INCORPORATED 1889
THE FARMVILLE MILLS
FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA
ManufaBurers of Patent Family^ Extra and Superfine
Flours^ Pure Water Ground Mealy Bran
Shipstuff, Millfeed^ Etc.^ Etc.
GEORGE RICHARDSON & COMPANY
STAPLE AND FANCY
GROCERIES
Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes, Gfoccfies, Provisions, Millfeed
Corn, Oats, Field Seed
Comer Main and Second Streets FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
I C. C. COWAN I
I Undertaker and Furniture Dealer |
I
KARMVIIvIvK, VA. |
§aleiii piattregg, Badding and Sxeekior 60.
SALEA4, VIRGINIA.
CHA.RI^K8 L. F'HII^I^.IPS, Proprietor
JHanufaeturers of all Kinds of ]$[attregges, Feather PilloMS, Bolsters
HAIR AND COTTON MATTRESSES RENOVATED
SILK FLOSS SOFA PILLOWS
Special attention giyeii School and Institution work. Prices and Samples
Furnished on Application
®Ij0 WxvBt National lank
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
United States Depository Capital $50,000:
N. B. DAVIDSON, President .
A. G. CLAPHAM, Vice-President
JOHN W. LONG, Cashier
J, L. BUGG, Assistant Cashier
We solicit your banking business. No account too small to
receive our courteous attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent
Oft
^''^i^^»v
^A
